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Wunderlich hand guards 
»BLACK EDITION« 

Wunderlich hand guards for many BMW 
models now also available in black

Word has long since gotten round among tourer and 
roadster riders that hand guards can be used on more 
than just offroad bikes. The universal protection directly 
in front of the hand offers numerous benefits.

Wunderlich, the BMW motorcycle accessories specialist, 
provides the perfect hand guards for owners of almost all 
current BMW Boxer, F and K models, as well as for the G 
310 R and GS. The hand guard, harmoniously matched 
to the respective model and made of highly durable, 
scratch-resistant and shatter-resistant acrylic plastic, is 
optionally available as a transparent, a smoky grey and 
now even a new black variant. Using a lightweight and 
unobtrusive fitting kit, the hand guards are assembled 
quickly and easily and provide reliable protection from 
the cold, rain and dirt. They can be used both with and 
without handle heating, with all handlebar end weights 
and with the proven Wunderlich cruise control. 

The guards are TÜV-free, and ABE and registration are 
not required. Including a five-year warranty, the kit costs 
€119.90 per vehicle. You will find the full selection in 
Wunderlich’s well-stocked online shop at
 www.wunderlich.de

Item number: 
27520-203 hand guard 
F 650/700/800 GS, F 800 R, R 1200 GS/R/RT, €119.90* 

27520-303 hand guard 
R 1200 GS LC/R LC/RS LC/RT LC, R nineT, €119.90* 

27520-403 hand guard 
K 1600 GT/GTL, €119.90* 

27520-413 hand guard  
K 1600 B, Grand America, GT/GTL (2017), €119.90* 

27520-504 hand guard 
R nineT (2017), Pure, Scrambler, Urban G/S, €119.90* 

27520-603 hand guard 
G 310 R/GS, €119.90*

Please find further images on the next page* Price includes 19% VAT for Germany
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Contact:

Wunderlich GmbH 
Felix Wunderlich 
(Authorized Officer / Head of Product  
Management and Development) 
Kranzweiherweg 12 
D-53489 Sinzig-Gewerbepark 

Phone.: +49 (0) 2642 9798-165 
Fax: +49 (0) 2642 9798-53 
Mail: fw@wunderlich.de 
Web: www.wunderlich.de
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